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Strong pinning in high-temperature superconducting films
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Detailed measurements of the critical current densityj c of YBa2Cu3O72d films grown by pulsed laser
deposition reveal the increase ofj c as a function of film thickness. Both this thickness dependence and the field
dependence of the critical current are consistently described using a generalization of the theory of strong
pinning of Ovchinnikov and Ivlev@Phys. Rev. B43, 8024~1991!#. From the model, we deduce values of the
defect density (1021 m23) and the elementary pinning force, which are in good agreement with the generally
accepted values for Y2O3 inclusions. In the absence of clear evidence that the critical current is determined by
linear defects or modulations of the film thickness, our model provides an alternative explanation for the rather
universal field dependence of the critical current density found in YBa2Cu3O72d films deposited by different
methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

High vortex pinning forces leading to high critical cu
rents are an indispensable prerequisite for superconduc
thin films if these are to be used in electronic and pow
applications. The ‘‘volume’’ pinning force exerted by mat
rial impurities on flux vortices opposes their motion, whi
is at the origin of flux noise and dissipation. Strong vort
pinning decreases noise in electronic and superconduc
quantum interference devices~SQUID’s! and leads to high-
quality factors necessary for the correct operation of rad
frequency and microwave filters and cavities. Present-
films of the high temperature superconductor YBa2Cu3O72d
combine a high critical current densityj c ~Ref. 1! with a high
critical temperatureTc and are thus ideal candidates f
widespread application. The optimization of the critical c
rent through identification and tailoring of defect microstru
tures which lead to high pinning and reduced vortex cre
has therefore attracted a lot of interest in the hig
temperature superconductor~HTC! community.

Several types of pinning defects have been suggeste
being responsible for the largej c’s in HTC films. Foremost
are the oxygen vacancies in the strongly superconduc
CuO2 layers of these materials. Due to the small cohere
length j and the large condensation energy of the cupra
such vacancies are potentially very effective pinning cent
their effect may in principle explain the high critical curren
encountered in YBa2Cu3O72d films.2,3 Vortex pinning by
these dense defects of typical diameterD;3 Å!j is best
described by the theory of weak collective flux pinning,2,4,5

in which a net force on the vortex lattice exists only as
0163-1829/2002/66~2!/024523~10!/$20.00 66 0245
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result of fluctuations in the defect density (nd
;1026–1027 m23@«j23 is the effective defect density an
«,1 is the anisotropy parameter of the superconducto«
'0.14 for YBa2Cu3O7). The volume pinning forceFp is
obtained fromFp5(WVc

21)1/2, where the pinning strength
W5nd^ f p

2&, f p is the elementary force exerted by one defe
on a vortex line, and the averaging is carried out over a u
cell of the vortex lattice. The correlated volumeVc5Rc

2Lc ,
where the correlation lengthsLc and Rc are the distances
respectively, parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic
duction, at which the relative displacements due to pinni
^@u(Rc,0)2u(0,0)#2&1/2 and ^@u(0,Lc)2u(0,0)#2&1/2, are
equal toj.

The very high measured valuesj c*131011 A m22 ~see
below! imply, however, thatRc does not, under the usua
experimental conditions, exceed the vortex spacinga0

5(2F0 /A3B)1/2.6 In other words, the small-scale displac
ments of neighboring vortices are independent. An estim
of the longitudinal correlation length~or ‘‘Larkin length’’ ! Lc
under the conditionRc5a0,

Lc5jSA3«2«0

2 j cF0j D 1/2

'«jS j 0

j c
D 1/2

, ~1!

shows thatLc;10 nm, much less than the usual film thic
nessesd*100 nm. Herej 054«0/3A3F0j is the depairing
current density,«05F0

2/4pm0lab
2 is the typical vortex en-

ergy scale,F05h/2e is the flux quantum,lab is the penetra-
tion depth for supercurrents flowing in the CuO2 layers, and
©2002 The American Physical Society23-1
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m054p31027 H m21. Contrary to the case of weakly pin
ning films in the two-dimensional limit, in whichj c
}(nd /d)1/2,7 the critical current density

j c5
1

F0
S nd^ f p

2&j2

Lc
D 1/2

' j 0S 27
nd^ f p

2&j3

16««0
2 D 2/3

~2!

is field and thickness independent. Using the explicit fo
^ f p

2&1/2' 1
4 «0(Dv /j)2 for oxygen vacancies, whereDv is the

oxygen ion radius, one has

j c' j 0S 27ndDv
4

256«j D 2/3

. ~3!

Note, however, that underdoped twin-free YBa2Cu3O72d
single crystals, in which the increase of the sustainable
rent density due to an increasing density of oxygen vacan
in the CuO2 layers as one underdopes the material is con
tent with a concomitant decrease ofTc ,8 show an exponen
tial temperature dependence of the current density that is
observed in thin films.

YBa2Cu3O72d films typically form through two-
dimensional nucleation and island growth,9,10 with lateral is-
land sizes that increase with growth temperature and
thickness.11,12 The significant thickness modulationsdd re-
lated to the presence of the islands and the associated v
tions of the vortex line energy as a function of the positi
lead to pinning of vortices in the thinnest portions of t
film. The maximum pinning force will be close to tha
needed to drive a single-vortex line out of such a trough
this mechanism is dominant, the experimentally measu
critical current density is expected to follow,

j c
TV'

2p«0

F0D

dd

d
' j 0

3A3pj

2D

dd

d S B!
F0

D2D , ~4!

with D the average island diameter.2 In their detailed study of
the relation between film roughness and the current den
Joosset al.suggested that this is indeed the case.13 However,
the magnitude of the critical current density and its incre
as a function of the film thicknessd for films thinner than
2lab could only be explained by these authors by invoki
the lowered vortex line tension in such thin films, in whic
the effective penetration depth is equal to 2lab /d, and by
assuming an unidentified supplementary bulk pinn
mechanism. Furthermore, the study13 restricted itself to fields
m0Ha,0.3 T andT55 K.

The discovery of growth spirals with a central screw d
location in sputtered or metal-organic chemical-vap
deposited~MO-CVD! YBa2Cu3O72d films9,10 immediately
led to the suggestion that extended defects rather than m
scopic point defects are the main pinning centers.2 The
growth spirals appear in laser-ablated films only when
substrate is heated above 850 °C during deposition in
oxygen pressure exceeding 50 Pa, while below this temp
ture, the films are formed through island growth.12 In the
latter case, screw and edge dislocations are to be expe
only in the troughs between islands, effectively halting ea
vortex motion along these. Recent experiments by D
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et al.14 showed that a ‘‘characteristic field’’~or vortex den-
sity!, beyond which the critical current density o
YBa2Cu3O72d films decreases, is correlated with the surfa
density of screw dislocations,nsd . Sequential etching
showed the screw dislocations to extend throughout the
thickness, allowing for the possibility that the vortices a
pinned along their entire length on the nonsuperconduc
dislocation core of radiusc0!j.14 The smallness ofc0
means that unlike amorphous columnar defects, to which
dislocation cores are often compared,15 pinning is more
likely to be due to the core-induced variation of the me
free path in the vicinity of the dislocation (dk mechanism!.
Supposing that the pinning of an individual vortex line on
dislocation core leads to a critical current densityj c

sd(0), the
critical current density at higher fields will be equal toj c

sd(0)
times the fraction of pinned vorticesnt . The latter is deter-
mined by the probability that a given vortex encounters
least one dislocation core in an allowed areaUp

sd/«0a0
2 de-

termined by equatingUp
sd to the loss of elastic energy due t

the deformation of the vortex lattice,16–18 so that

j c
sd5 j c

sd~0!nt5 j c
sd~0!F12S 11

Up
sd

«0
DexpS 2

F0nsdUp
sd

«0B D G .
~5!

A similar formula was used by Damet al. to deduce the
value of the ‘‘characteristic field’’B* [F0nsdUp

sd/«0. Due to
the nonhomogeneous current distribution in superconduct
depinning from the linear defects would be initiated by t
nucleation at the film surface of vortex kinks joining tw
dislocation cores.19 As a result, the experimentally measure
low-field ‘‘critical’’ current j sd(0) should be rather smalle
than the critical current density in the absence of flux cre
and decay rapidly with time. The time decay will be ev
more rapid when the applied magnetic field and the vorti
are not aligned along the dislocation cores. Hence, in a
ogy to the case of heavy-ion-irradiation-induced amorph
tracks, pinning by extended linear screw dislocation co
should lead to a sharp cusplike maximum in the fie
orientation–angle dependence of the experimentally m
sured critical current.20,21

It should be remarked that in the case of pinning by thic
ness variations, the low-field critical current is controlled
the film surface. Hence, the total screening current as we
the characteristic field of flux penetrationHc in a magnetic
experiment~see below! is independent of the film thicknes
d, and the apparent current densityj decreases inversely pro
portional tod.

In what follows, we present a detailed study of the critic
current density of YBa2Cu3O72d films grown by pulsed lase
deposition as a function of film thickness, field magnitu
and orientation, and temperature. It turns out that the fi
orientation and thickness dependence ofj c do not provide
any evidence for pinning by screw dislocations or other c
related disorder in our films. Yet the temperature and fi
dependence ofj c is entirely comparable to that measured
films which contain these defects.10,14

To explain our results, we propose that the relevant p
ning centers in our films are sparse insulating or normal m
3-2
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STRONG PINNING IN HIGH-TEMPERATURE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 024523 ~2002!
tallic second-phase inclusions. These are known to exis
sputter-deposited YBa2Cu3O72d films as plateletlike Y2O3
inclusions of size 15315310 nm3, with typical densities
ni;1022–1023 m23.22,23 Other authors have reported th
presence of Y2O3 inclusions in laser-ablated films as we
with typical densitiesni'1022 m23 for inclusions of diam-
eter Di;3 –5 nm and ni'1021 m23 for
Di;10–20 nm.24,25Pinning by such large defects turns o
to be conveniently described using an extension of the the
of strong pinning of Ovchinnikov and Ivlev,26 which we shall
develop below~Sec. II!. Our model is, to our knowledge, th
only one that consistently describes both the field and th
ness dependences of the critical current density
YBa2Cu3O72d films.

II. STRONG PINNING BY SPARSE LARGE POINT PINS

A. General formulation

Strong pinning by large point defects has been descri
by simple substitution of the elementary pinning force o
large void f p,max

i into the collective pinning expression~2!.6

This procedure makes the implicit assumption that there
many inclusions in a region of volumea0

2Lc . A comparison
of the longitudinal correlation lengthLc;10 nm, which fol-
lows from a collective-pinning analysis of experimental cri
cal current density data, with the expected mean dista
between large defects,di;30 nm, shows that this approac
is inappropriate.

In order to obtain the critical current density for spar
pins, one should not start from the statistical average of
pinning forces of the different defects, but, rather, evalu
the probability that a vortex line will be pinned at all.
nearby defect will be able to trap a vortex line if the gain
pinning energyUp

i ' f p,max
i j is sufficient to outweigh the

elastic energy loss due to the vortex lattice deformationu(r )
caused by displacing the vortex line onto the defect. T
maximum allowed lateral displacement of the vortexu0 de-
termines the ‘‘trapping area’’;u0

2 within which a large de-
fect is an effective pinning site. The bulk~volume! pinning
force Fp5(a0

2d)21( i
Nf p,max

i is given by the direct sum o
the elementary forces of the individual defects that can
fectively pin a single vortex, i.e., those that lie withinu0 of
the vortex lattice position, normalized by the volumea0

2d
available to the vortex. Any vortex line will be pinned o
average byN5d/L̄ defects, whereL̄ is the average distanc
between such ‘‘effective’’ pinning centers, so that

Fp5
f p,max

i

a0
2d

d

L̄ 5
f p,max

i

a0
2L̄ . ~6!

The probability to encounter a second effective defect at
tanceL from a first defect located atz50 is given by the
product of the probability to encounter none in the inter
0,z,L and the probability to find at least one atz5L. In
the case of layered superconductors considered in Ref
where the only effective defects are those situated in
CuO2 layers, this yields
02452
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L̄5s1s@12exp~2nhu0
2!#(

k51

`

k exp~2knhu0
2!

5
s

12exp~2nhu0
2!

~7!

and j c5Fp /B5( f p,max
i /F0s)@12exp(2nhu0

2)#. Here nh is
the areal density of defects in the CuO2 layers ands is the
distance between layers. This result has the same ‘‘t
dimensional’’ form as the result~5! for linear defects extend
ing throughout the thickness of the film. For continuou5

superconductors,

L̄5E
0

`

L exp~2niu0
2L!dL5

1

niu0
2

, ~8!

which gives26

j c5
f p,max

i

F0
niu0

2 . ~9!

In the case of real samples~of finite thickness in the field
direction! and especially for thin films, the derivation~8!
becomes inappropriate in the limitniu0

2d!1, in which not
every vortex line can find a defect. For such small def
densities or sample thicknesses, one should evaluate
probabilityP512exp(2niu0

2d) that a vortex line encounter
at least one defect in the volumeu0

2d. However, the
same conditionniu0

2d!1 implies P'niu0
2d. Hence, the

critical current densityj c5( f p,max
i /F0d)P has the same

form as Eq.~9!. We shall, therefore, assume that Eq.~9!,
valid for both niu0

2d!1 and niu0
2d*1, is applicable irre-

spective of the defect density and the film thickness.27

B. Trapping area

1. Pin breaking

The trapping area andf p,max
i can be obtained using two

different approaches, corresponding to the different mec
nisms by which a vortex can be liberated from a defect:
breaking and plastic depinning.28 The most obvious possibil
ity is ‘‘pin breaking,’’ in which the applied force must excee
the attractive forcef p,max

i exerted by a defect on a vorte
line. Plastic depinning only occurs if the pins can be cons
ered as ‘‘infinitely strong,’’ i.e.,f p,max

i @«0, which is not the
case in what follows. Exploiting the similarity of pinning b
extended pointlike defects with pinning by amorphous c
lumnar defects,21 the elementary pinning force of an inclu
sion of extent~perpendicular to the field direction! Di can be
estimated as the product of the fraction of the vortex c
volume occupied by the defect and the condensation en
Bc

2/2m05 1
4 «0j22. Following Ref. 5, the resulting pinning

force can be approximated by the interpolation

f p,max
i '«0S Di

z

4j D lnS 11
Di

2

2j2D [«0S Di
z

4j DF~T!, ~10!
3-3
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whereDi
z is the extent of the defect along the field directio

Note that the above expression corresponds to ‘‘dTc
pinning’’5; pinning by the variation of the mean-free path
the vicinity of the defect is relatively unimportant, becau
the quasiparticle scattering probability in the layer of thic
nessj0 surrounding the defect is negligible as compared
the total scattering cross section of the inclusion~j0 is the
BCS coherence length!.

The maximum allowed vortex displacementu0 is ob-
tained by balancing the elastic energy loss with the pinn
energy gainUp; f p,max

i j. Taking explicitly into account the
range of the pinning potential, Ovchinnikov and Ivle
obtained26

u0
25S 128

27 D 1/4S Up

««0
D 5/4a0

5/4

j1/2
. ~11!

Here we have approximated the vortex lattice shear mod
c66'

1
4 «0a0

22 and the nonlocal tilt modulusc44'«2«0a0
22.

Note that for fields in excess of Ba
[0.41F0j4/3(««0 /Up)10/3 the maximum allowed vortex ex
cursion becomes comparable toa0 andu0

2'a0
2.

The critical current density follows from combining Eq
~9!, ~10!, and~11!,

j c'0.0866ni j 0

@Di
zF~T!#9/4

«5/4j1/2 S F0

B D 5/8

~B!Ba!, ~12!

j c'0.375ni j 0Di
zF~T!

F0

B
~B@Ba!. ~13!

The above expression can be compared to the result
simpler estimate, which follows from an approach initia
suggested by Vinokuret al. to describe pinning by dens
point pins and vortex wandering in layere
superconductors.29 The energy of elastic deformation of
representative vortex segment of lengthL in its lattice cell is
Uel5c66u

2L1c44(u
2/L)a0

2. Minimization with respect toL
yields the optimum lengthL05a0(c44/c66)

1/2'2«a0 over
which a vortex segment can fluctuate independently from
neighbors. Note thatL0 is equal toLc on condition thatRc
5a0 exactly. The distanceu05u(L0), to which a vortex may
wander, is obtained by equating the pinning energy gainUp
to Uel(u0 ,L0); this gives

u0
25

Up

~c66c44!
1/2a0

'
Up

««0
a0 . ~14!

The critical current density

j c50.0875ni j 0

@Di
zF~T!#2

« S F0

B D 1/2

~B!B̃a!, ~15!

j c50.375ni j 0Di
zF~T!

F0

B
~B.B̃a!, ~16!

with B̃a5F0(««0 /Up)2.
02452
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For convenience, we shall leave Eqs.~12!,~13!, and
~15!,~16! in their general form, since this permits one to ta
the possible effects of thermal smearing of the pinn
potential21,30 into account by simply replacingF(T) by the
appropriate temperature dependence.

2. Low fields: Single-vortex limit

A glance at Eqs.~11!–~16! shows that at low fields the
trapping area and hence the critical current have an unph
cal divergence. The correct low-field limit of the trappin
area is obtained by starting from the line tension of a sin
vortex line«1'«2«0. Balancing the energy of elastic defo
mation of a single line with the pinning energy,«1u2/L
5Up , one hasu25(Up /«1)L and

L̄5

E
0

`

L exp~niUpL 2/«1!dL

E
0

`

exp~niUpL 2/«1!dL
5

1

Ap
S «1

niUp
D 1/2

. ~17!

The trapping area becomesu0
25(Up /pni«1)1/2 and

j c5ni
1/2

f p,max
i

F0
S pUp

«2«0
D 1/2

'0.28ni
1/2j 0

@Di
zF~T!#3/2

2«
.

~18!

The single-vortex limit is realized for fields suc
that (Up /pni«1)1/2&(Up /««0)a0, i.e., B&B*
[pF0ni(Up /«0).

3. Very thin films

A second limit, in which the results of Sec. II B 1 do n
hold, is that of very thin films of thicknessd,L0. Note that
this condition is also violated at very low fieldsB
!F0«/d2,F0 /lab

2 . In YBa2Cu3O72d we have L0(B
510 mT)'150 nm, which is comparable to typical film
thicknesses. Under these conditions, the probability fo
vortex to be trapped by an inclusion is determined by
ability to bend sufficiently within the film thickness; i.e., th
tilt contribution dominates the elastic energy. We thus ne
to repeat our considerations forL05d, which will minimize
the elastic energy in this case. The total energy of a vorte
the cage of dimensionsa0

2d is given by

c66u
2d1c44

u2

d
a0

22Up'«1

u2

d
2Up . ~19!

Equating this to zero yieldsu0
25d(Up /«1) and the critical

current density

j c5ni

f p,max
i

F0

Upd

«2«0

. ~20!

Thus, for very thin films, the critical current density shou
be field independent and increase linearly with film thic
ness.
3-4
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Under the condition thatB,B* , the crossover from the
‘‘thick thin-film’’ single-vortex limit ~Sec. II B 2! and the
‘‘thin-thin film’’ limit occurs when the thickness is reduce
below the crossover value

d* 5S «2«0

pniUp
D 1/2

, ~21!

determined from the equation of the trapping areasu0
2 in

either limit.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Thin films of YBa2Cu3O72d were deposited on 1.2
31.5 mm2 LaAlO3 substrates by KrF laser ablation from
stoichiometric target. The deposition was carried out o
substrates heated to 785 °C at 280 mTorr~36.7 Pa! oxygen
pressure, in the so-called ‘‘off-axis’’ geometry; i.e., the su
strate surface was oriented parallel to the plasma plume a
From previous experiments, we know this geometry to p
duce films featuring homogeneous flux penetration~on amm
scale!. We have prepared different series of films of sev
different thicknesses, from 100 to 500 nm, using exactly
same deposition procedure. After deposition, the film e
was etched away to produce 0.930.9 mm2 YBa2Cu3O72d
squares used for further investigations.

The obtained films were characterized using x-ray diffr
tion with Cr Ka radiation and atomic force microscop
~AFM!. The diffraction experiments revealed the existen
~5 at. %! of a second~cubic! phase. In AFM experiments w
observed a surface morphology characteristic of isla
growth, with occasional outgrowths~see Fig.1!. The growth
islands had a typical lateral size of about 300 nm. This
very similar to the results found by other authors under
same deposition conditions.12,14 We do not find the spira
growth mechanism to be relevant to our samples—a c
parison with the deposition conditions of Ref. 12 indica
that growth spirals are not to be expected.

All films were characterized using the magneto-opti
technique for flux visualization.31 A ferrimagnetic garnet film
with in-plane anisotropy is placed directly on top of the s
perconducting film. The garnet is observed using a polari

FIG. 1. Tapping mode AFM image showing the surface m
phology of a laser-ablated YBa2Cu3O72d thin film of 300 nm thick-
ness.
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light microscope with nearly crossed polarizers. In this co
figuration, the reflected light intensity is proportional to th
local magnetic induction perpendicular to the garnet, allo
ing direct observation of flux penetration into th
YBa2Cu3O72d film. The ‘‘critical’’ screening current density
j can be obtained directly from the distancexf between the
flux front and the film edge at a given applied magnetic fie
Ha and temperature, j 5pHc /d5pHc /@d arccosh(w/w
2xf)#, wherew is half the film width andHc5 jd/p the
‘‘characteristic field’’ for flux penetration.34 Alternatively,
one can fit the position of the flux front as function of th
applied fieldHa ,

xf5wF 12
1

coshS pHa

jd D G , ~22!

to obtain the low-field limit of the current densityj.13

The magneto-optical imaging of the films was used n
only to obtain current densities at fields smaller than 300
but also to select the most homogeneous films for mag
tometry experiments using a local Hall prob
magnetometer.32 A commercial miniature GaAs Hall probe
placed in the center of the film surface, is used to meas
the local induction as function of the applied magnetic fie
The result is converted into the so-called ‘‘self-field’’ of th
sample,Hs5B2Ha , created by the circulating screenin
current. The latter was determined from the width of t
hysteresis loop ofHs at constantB and calibrated using the
values obtained from the magneto-optic experiments. In
way, the temperature and field dependences of the scree
current were measured in fields of up to 2 T and temperatu
between 30 and 85 K. In order to obtain results in the te
perature range close toTc , measurements in the ac mod
were carried out by applying a 1.5 Oe ac field of a frequen
of 7.75 Hz. The ac Hall voltageV( f ), measured using a
dual-reference lock-in amplifier, was converted to the
phase fundamental transmittivity of the sample,TH8
5@V( f ,T)2V( f ,T!Tc)#/@V( f ,T@Tc)2V( f ,T!Tc)#.33

Using this technique, the critical temperature of all films w
found to be similar,Tc ranging between 88.8 and 91.7 K.

IV. RESULTS

Transmittivity experiments as a function of dc field orie
tation performed at different temperatures and field mag
tudes do not reveal any cusp in the angular dependenc
the transmittivity whenHa is oriented along the film norma
~Fig. 2!. This indicates that it is unlikely that directional pin
ning by correlated disorder determines the critical curr
density. If such pinning is due to the dislocations cores, i
masked by another mechanism of strong pinning, which
mains to be identified.

In order to evaluate the thickness dependence of the c
cal current density without ambiguities in the conversion
magnetic moment to current density, we turn to magne
optical imaging of the flux penetration. Figure 3 shows t
flux penetration into five films of thicknesses 100,d
,300 nm, atT565 K. Nearly all films of this batch show

-
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at least one weak link, possibly due to the presence of a g
boundary in the substrate. These are easily rendered vi
due to the preferential flux penetration along them. Nev
theless, the remaining areas feature homogeneous flux
etration and are sufficiently large to obtain reliable results
the flux front position and the screening current density. T
image frames are chosen so that the vertical sequences
Ha /d'const, a procedure that should yield similar flux pe
etration if the screening current were the same for all films
is clearly seen, however, that for constantHa /d flux penetra-
tion is easier in the thinner films. The effect is quantified
measuring the position of the flux front relative to the fil
edge and converting this to the characteristic fieldHc and
screening current densityj using Eq.~22!. The result of this
procedure is plotted in Fig. 4~a!. We find thatj manifestly
increases before reaching a plateau ford*200 nm. This in-
crease and the subsequent plateau are in contradiction
both the constantj (d) predicted for weak collective pinning
@Eq. ~2!# and the constantHc and j }d21 expected for pin-
ning by linear defects or by thickness variations@Eq. ~4!#.
However, it is in agreement with Eqs.~18! and ~20! derived
for sparse inclusions or large point pins, which predict t
the sustainable current should increase with thickness be
reaching a plateau ford*d* . The experimental data show
slope 4.331017, which can be compared to the theoretic
value ni( f p,max

i /F0)(Up /«2«0) predicted by Eq.~20!. This
yields, at 65 K, a defect densityni5131021 m23, if we use

FIG. 2. Field-orientation dependence of the in-phase fundam
tal transmittivity for a laser-ablated YBa2Cu3O72d thin film 250 nm
thick, for fields of 200 Oe~a! and 2 kOe~b!. The temperature is
decreased from 86 K down to 79 K in 1 K steps. The ac field had a
amplitude of 1.5 Oe and a frequency of 7.75 Hz.
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Eq. ~10! for the pinning force,Di515 nm andDi
z510 nm

from transmission electron miroscopy~TEM! experiments,22

«051.7310211(12t4) J m21, j52@(11t2)/(12t2)#1/2

nm, t[T/Tc , andTc591.7 K. The obtained defect densit
corresponds to a crossover thicknessd* 560 nm at 65 K,
comparable to the experimental data.

In order to check the plausibility of the above results, w
have prepared two other series of YBa2Cu3O72d thin films
using the same nominal deposition conditions. All films
these batches were homogeneous without grain bounda
Magneto-optical measurements confirm the thickness de
dence of the critical current density, as depicted in Figs. 4~b!
and 5. For small film thicknesses,j increases withd, reaching
a plateau ford;200 nm. The current density decreas
again for the 500-nm-thick film, perhaps due to the deter
rating epitaxy as one increases the film thickness too mu
The increase of the critical current density with the fil
thickness is observed at all temperatures. The only exc

n-

FIG. 3. Magneto-optical images of flux penetration into las
ablated YBa2Cu3O72d films of thicknessd5300 nm, 250 nm, 200
nm, 150 nm, and 100 nm, respectively, at 65 K. Bright areas co
spond to a high magnetic induction perpendicular to the film, wh
dark regions are areas of low flux density. Horizontal sequen
correspond to constant film thickness and varying applied fieldHa

~the values are indicated below each frame!, while the vertical se-
quences are deliberately chosen such thatHa /d is approximately
constant—a procedure which reveals the weaker pinning in
thinner films. This is most clearly seen for the lower fields. We
links in the films are revealed as the bright lines of preferential fl
penetration.
3-6
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STRONG PINNING IN HIGH-TEMPERATURE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 024523 ~2002!
tions are the data for the 150-nm-thick films, for whichj
tends to the values measured in thicker films atT,0.4Tc
~open diamonds in Fig. 5!. A similar low-temperature behav
ior can be noted in Fig. 1 of Ref. 3. This may either indica
that a background pinning by other types of defects such
dislocations or oxygen vacancies starts to play a role foT
&35 K or that the crossover thicknessd* decreases with
decreasing temperature, a behavior that may be expe
from Eqs.~10! and ~21!.

The temperature dependence of the low-field critical c
rent density can be rather well described using Eq.~20! and
the same parameter values as above, as indicated by
lower solid lines in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b! ~for d5100 nm). Fits
using Eq.~18! for larger film thicknesses are equally succe
ful @upper lines in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!#, although ni53
31021 m23 instead ofni5131021 m23 should be used.

We now turn to the field dependence of the screen
current. Typical results are depicted in Fig. 7, which sho
data for the 250-nm-thick film. These are in every asp
representative of the data for all other films and very sim
to those found previously.6,10,14The sustainable current den
sity shows a low-field plateau of constant current, follow
by a smooth decrease ofj for fields higher than a given

FIG. 4. ~a! Dependence on film thicknessd of the characteristic
field Hc (d) and the screening current densityj 5Hc /d (s) of
laser-ablated YBa2Cu3O72d films in the limit of small flux densities
B, at T565 K. Data points were obtained from inserting the po
tion xf of the flux front at various applied fields inj 5pHc /d
5pHc /@d arccosh(w/w2xf)#. The drawn lines indicate the linea
increasej ;4.331017d for d&200 nm and the plateau reached f
larger thicknesses. This behavior is in agreement with the pre
tions ~18! and~20!. ~b! Film thickness dependence of the screen
current density for various temperatures. Data points were obta
by fitting the position of the flux front as function of applied field
Eq. ~22!
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threshold. This decrease was recently interpreted in term
creep of unpinned vortices through the forest of vortices p
sumably trapped on screw dislocation cores, a mechan
that ought to lead to aB21/2 dependence of the screenin
current density. However, the same field dependence is e
explained in terms of strong pinning; see Eqs.~12! and~15!.
The straight lines in Fig. 7 show fits to theB25/8 dependence
predicted by Ovchinnikov and Ivlev; the power-law prefa
tors are given in Fig. 8. Adapting the same parameter va
as for the fits to the zero-field current density, one sees
the temperature dependence of the prefactor withstands
comparison with the prediction~12! rather well. Again, using
the same parameters for the YBa2Cu3O72d material and the
size of the Y2O3 inclusions, we obtain the drawn line of Fig
8 for ni52.631021 m23, very close to the previously ob
tained values. While the temperature dependence predi
by Eq. ~12! matches well the data at higher temperatures
fails at temperatures below;35 K, again indicating that
pinning by other mechanisms may become important the

Note that the field dependence of the sustainable cur
density does not follow a pure power law by any means,
gradually bends over from aB25/8 behavior to a 1/B depen-
dence. This dependence is again in agreement with
strong-pinning scenario: at high fields the vortex displa
ments due to pinning become comparable to the vortex s
ing and the critical current density starts do decrease m
rapidly, asj c}B21 @Eq. ~13!#. The magnitude of the fieldBa
at which this effect is expected is typically of the order 1

V. DISCUSSION

The above results show that, even if perfect agreemen
not found, strong pinning by Y2O3 inclusions can very well
explain the large magnitude, as well as the temperature, fi
and thickness dependence of the critical current density
laser-ablated YBa2Cu3O72d films. The primary indication
for this is the observed dependence on film thickness of
screening current density:j first increases as function of film
thickness before saturating atd'250 nm and eventually

-

c-

ed

FIG. 5. Compilation ofj c(B50) values for 20 films of thick-
ness 130,d,500 nm obtained from different growth batches. T
data points show the average current density measured on film
the same thickness, while error bars indicate the rms deviationj.
3-7
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C. J. van der BEEKet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 024523 ~2002!
slowly falling off again. This dependence is very similar
that measured by Joosset al.13 Other authors also report th
increase ofj as function of film thicknessd, but with a maxi-
mum atd'100 nm followed by a much more rapid drop
j.15,36,37Proposed explanations15,13 have been the increase o
the effective penetration depth fromlab towards 2lab

2 /d for
films thinner than 2lab ,38 a bad film morphology and ill-
connected islands ford,100 nm,36 and differences in de
fect structure between the thinner and the thicker films.37 We
note that the fact that films from different sources disp
maximumj for widely different film thicknesses, 100 nm an
250 nm, respectively, exclude that the relative magnitude
d andlab is at the origin of the increase ofj (d). However,
our model explains this difference quite naturally in terms
Eq. ~21! and the different density of second-phase inclusio
in different films. An effective penetration depth 2lab

2 /d
would modify the current density obtained from pinning
thickness variations, butnot the pinning force in the case o
core pinning, for instance, by extended point defects or lin
defects. The differences in optimal thickness also seem
exclude bad film morphology as an explanation: while su
an effect may be likely for very thin films of thickness muc
less than 100 nm, it cannot explain an increase ofj (d) up to

FIG. 6. ~a! Temperature dependence of the low-field sustaina
current density of laser-ablated YBa2Cu3O72d films of thicknesses
100 nm,d,300 nm, deduced from fits to Eq.~22!. The tempera-
ture dependence can be very well fitted to Eqs.~20! ~lower curve!
and ~18! ~upper curve—see text!. Parameter values arelab(0)
5120 nm, j(0)52 nm, the defect sizesDi515 nm and Di

z

510 nm, Bc51 T, and a zero-temperature elementary pinn
force f p,max

i (0)58310211 N. ~b! The same, on a semilogarithmi
scale, in order to bring out the behavior nearTc .
02452
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d5200 nm. Finally, the role of deep trenches that mod
the total current circulating in thin films37 is excluded by the
magneto-optical observations, which show homogeneo
featureless flux penetration. Thus, we conclude that the
served thickness dependence is in agreement with the
nario of strong pinning by extended point defectsonly.

Further evidence is the the lack of a cusplike angular
pendence of the critical current density for field aligned clo
to the film normal, which argues against a predominant r
of extended linelike defects such as screw dislocation co
The large difference between the algebraic temperature
pendence ofj c with the exponential dependence observed
clean YBa2Cu3O72d single crystals renders the relevance
weak collective pinning by oxygen vacancies unlikely. The
observations gain in importance if we note that the field a
temperature dependences reported here are observe

le

FIG. 7. Field dependence of the screening current density
laser-ablated YBa2Cu3O72d film of thickness 250 nm, at differen
temperatures 55,T,75 K. Solid lines indicate model fits toj
}B25/8 @Eq. ~12!#; the power-law prefactor values are plotted
Fig. 8.

FIG. 8. Prefactors niu0
2f p,max

i F0
21B5/8

5ni f p,max
i F0

21(Up /««0)5/4(F0
5/8/j1/2) obtained from the fits in Fig.

7. The drawn line indicates a fit to Eq.~12! using the same param
eter values as in Fig. 6@lab(0)5120 nm,j(0)52 nm,Bc

51 T,Di515 nm,Di
z510 nm] andni52.631021 m23.
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STRONG PINNING IN HIGH-TEMPERATURE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 024523 ~2002!
YBa2Cu3O72d films quite irrespective of the depositio
method and conditions. While generally neglected, sm
Y2O3 inclusions are ubiquitous in YBa2Cu3O72d films de-
posited by different methods and may provide an explana
for both the magnitude and behavior ofj c and the generality
of this behavior. In our case, the defect density needed
explain the experimentally observedj c , 131021,ni,3
31021 m23, means that the precipitates occupy betwe
0.2% and 0.6% of the sample volume. The 5% of second
phase material found in the x-ray analysis would be pres
as larger CuO2 outgrowths which do not pin vortices effi
ciently.

Strong pinning by larger pointlike inclusions dominat
over collective pinning by oxygen vacancies because ther
fluctuations in high-temperature superconductors efficie
smear out the pinning potential of the vacancies.35 Even at
zero temperature it is energetically more favorable to pi
vortex on rather large inclusions than to have it lower
energy by wandering through the weak collective pinn
landscape. Restricting ourselves to the single-vortex lim
pinning on a large inclusion yields an energy gain1

4 «0Di
z ;

this should be compared to the potential energy gain du
pinning by oxygen vacancies in the volumeu0

2L̄. Strong pin-
ning by Y2O3 inclusions is more favorable if

1

4
«0Di

z.UpS L̄
Lc

D 2z21

, ~23!

whereUp is the pinning energy gained in a correlation vo
ume due to weak collective pinning by the oxygen vacanc
andz'0.63 is the wandering exponent.5 SubstitutingL̄ from

Eq. ~17!, assumingUp5«0( 1
16 «2nvDv

4j2)1/3 for dk pinning
~pinning by mean free path fluctuations!, and the oxygen ion
radiusDv'3310210 m, we find that for physically allow-
able oxygen vacancy densitiesnv strong pinning by Y2O3
inclusions is always more favorable.

In the above, we have disregarded the effects of fl
creep. While this can more or less be justified at low te
peratures where creep rates are small, at higher tempera
flux creep certainly determines the observed sustainable
rent density. Experiments by Klaassenet al.39 show that in
the low-field regime of constant current density the acti
tion energy for flux creepEa is of the order of 600 K; the
activation barrier rapidly decreases and becomes consta
fields wherej decreases as function ofB. This low value of
Ea , much lower than the value predicted by nucleation-ty
creep models for depinning from linear extended defects,20,21

could be explained by the fact that vortices are held not
extended defects but by second-phase inclusions of m
Le

ra

to
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shorter longitudinal dimensions. The rapid decrease of
activation energy with magnetic field would be due to t
decrease in the average number of defects, by which
given vortex line is effectively pinned~i.e., L̄ becomes of the
order of the film thickness!. The high-field regime of con-
stant activation barrier can be explained if one assumes
there is fewer than one effective pin per vortex line. O
experimental resultni'131021 m23 implies a distance be
tween defects of the order 100 nm, comparable to both
smallest film thicknesses and vortex spacing atB50.2 T.
So, indeed, in the field regime of decreasingj (B), there is
fewer than one effective defect per vortex, and the flux cre
activation energy should be given by the energy bar
needed to break free a line from one defect. The power-
field dependence implies that the fraction of vortices pinn
in this way suffices to keep the whole vortex lattice at rest
the threshold~critical! current density, the entire vortex la
tice depins until a vortex line is trapped by the next defe
Only at higher fields, where the experimentalj (B) data sig-
nificantly deviate from a power-law, do we expect creep
fects, vortex lattice shear, and plastic deformations of
vortex lattice to become important.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have measured the dependence of the sustainable
rent density in pulsed-laser-deposited YBa2Cu3O72d thin
films on film thickness, field orientation and magnitude, a
temperature. While the field and temperature dependence
the current density show the qualitative behavior often
ported in the literature for laser-ablated, sputtered, and M
CVD thin films, the film thickness dependence is consist
only with strong pinning by sparse, large second-phase
clusions~such as Y2O3). A model description of such pin
ning in different limits of flux line density and film thicknes
is consistent with the experimentally found behavior, if o
assumes the inclusions to have the typical size 15315
310 nm3 obtained from previous TEM studies,22,25 with a
defect densityni;1 –331021 m23. Such a defect density
suggests in turn that at high fields, only a fraction of t
vortices are pinned; these suffice to hold the entire lattice
rest until the critical current density is reached.
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